Featherboard Panels
One of the strongest types of fencing available, Featherboard fence panels
have a traditional Closeboard or Featheredge design, improved by the use of
Jakcure® pressure treated timber, and stainless steel fixings. These versatile
panels are a timeless feature in any garden.

Featherboard panels are designed for use with our slotted
Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior
quality Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for 25 years.
Featherboard panels are 1.83m wide and available in a range
of heights, detailed below. Panels may be cut to a desired
width on site. It is also available in Kit Form, referred to
as Traditional Featherboard System, see pages 46 - 47.
For matching gates please see page 66. Stainless steel fixings
are used throughout for longer life.
To meet the conditions of the 25 year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground.

Height

posts from Jacksons and as usual the service &
quality of the products were first class. Theirs is by
far the best fencing we’ve ever had - the Jakcure®
treatment really has prevented any deterioration.
We have just extended a line of fencing erected
two years ago & the new panels match the

Featherboard Panels (1.83m wide)
Level Top

I’ve now had 3 lots of Featherboard panels and

originals perfectly.

Concave
Ref

Price

J Milne, June 2019

Height*

Ref

at highest
point

-

0.60m

636900

0.90m

637000

1.05m

636100

1.05m

635000

1.20m

637100

1.20m

636000

1.35m

636200

1.35m

635100

1.50m

637200

1.50m

636400

1.65m

636300

1.65m

635200

1.80m

637300

1.80m

636600

-

-

Convex
Height* at highest point
Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

Non-standard
gate. Top rail +
bottom flush.
Normally set
125mm down/
up.
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Featherboard panels are constructed with 2 rails up to
1.35m high, and 3 rails for 1.5m and above, and clad
with 100mm pales to provide one of the strongest close
board panel fences available. Featherboard panels are
available with Level, Concave or Convex Top options.

Ref

1.05m (0.90m at sides)

635300

1.20m (1.05m at sides)

636700

1.35m (1.20m at sides)

635400

1.50m (1.35m at sides)

636800

1.65m (1.50m at sides)

635500

1.80m (1.65m at sides)

636500

Featherboard
Level Top

Featherboard
Concave Top

Featherboard
Convex Top

*Standard drop of Concave and Convex panels is 150mm
Stock items Check for availability
Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Featherboard on our website by scanning the QR code.

Fence Panels
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Vertical Tongue & Groove Effect Panels
Our Vertical Tongue and Groove Effect panels are a mainstay
of our premium panels range and are available with
a Level or Convex Top.

The centre of the panel is given additional support with one 70mm
wide rail for heights up to 1.22m, and two rails for heights of
1.52m and above. Panels are 1.83m wide, available in five heights
from 0.91m to 1.83m with the option to use a panel width cutdown kit if required. Top and bottom rails are 70mm x 51mm
planed with sides of 45mm x 51mm. Standard Tongue and Groove
Effect panels have 21 pales.
Tongue and Groove Effect panels are designed for use with
our slotted Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured
from superior quality planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood,
guaranteed for 25 years. Stainless steel fixings are used throughout
for longer life. For matching Brook/Brabourne garden gates please
see page 66.
To meet the conditions of the 25 year Jakcure® guarantee, gravel
boards are required where panels are in contact with the ground.
**The chunky Diamond Trellis is only for use as a topper panel
on Convex Tongue and Groove Effect panels (sold separately).
The trellis measures 1.83m wide x 300mm high, with a planed
finish. (745300 - £65.45).

Did You Know:
There is no need to apply any further timber
protection treatment to your Jacksons Jakcure®
treated product. Some customers might want to
add colour to their Jacksons products. In these
cases, please be aware that timber will naturally
take a while to dry, during which, natural
shrinkage can occur, so we recommend that
you don’t apply any colour coatings until
the timber is fully dry and stable.

Tongue & Groove Effect Panels (1.83m wide)
Level Top

Cut width kits

Height

Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

Ref

Height

Ref

0.91m

630100

0.91m

630100K

1.22m

630200

1.22m

630200K

1.52m

630300

1.52m

630300K

1.65m

630000

1.65m

630000K

1.83m

630400

1.83m

630400K

Convex
Height* at highest point
They feature a mortice and tenon jointed frame for extra
strength while the infill is constructed using Vertical Tongue
and Groove Effect boards, which incidentally match the infill
used on our Courtyard Gates, see pages 98 - 99.
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**See note - Chunky Diamond Trellis Topper
Vertical Tongue &
Groove Level Top

Vertical Tongue
& Groove Convex
Top

Ref

1.52m

630310

Cut width kit

630300K

1.83m

630410

Cut width kit

630400K

*Convex panels standard drop is 150mm - on both sides
Stock items Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Tongue and Groove on our website by scanning the codes above.
Fence Panels
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Horizontal Tongue & Groove Effect Panels
Horizontal Tongue and Groove Effect panels are similar to their vertical counterpart panels
making them a staple within our range, but the boards run horizontally and are only
available with a Level Top.

Panels are 1.83m wide, with heights of 0.91m to 1.83m.
Supporting rails are 45mm x 51mm and sides are
70mm x 51mm. Panels are available in five heights from
0.91m to 1.83m x 1.83mm wide with the option to use a
panel width cut-down kit if required. Horizontal Tongue and
Groove Effect panels have 21 pales.
Horizontal Tongue and Groove Effect panels are designed
for use with our slotted Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49 and
manufactured from superior quality, planed finish Jakcure®
treated softwood, guaranteed for 25 years. Stainless steel
fixings are used throughout for longer life. For matching
garden gates please see page 68.

Easy to order, delivered quickly & dropped by
forklift on drive. Good quality construction
fencing. Will place future order happily.
Mr Robinson, June 2020

To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53 or
please visit our website.

Horizontal Tongue & Groove Effect Panels
(1.83m wide)
Level Top
Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

They feature a mortice and tenon jointed frame for extra
strength while the infill is constructed using horizontal
Tongue and Groove Effect boards. The centre of the panel is
given additional support with one 70mm wide rail for heights
up to 1.22m, and two rails for heights of 1.52m and above.
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Height

Cut width kits
Ref

Height

Ref

0.91m

632009

0.91m

657100K

1.22m

632012

1.22m

657200K

1.52m

632015

1.52m

657300K

1.65m

632016

1.65m

657350K

1.83m

630400

1.83m

657400K

Stock items Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)
Check for availability

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Horizontal Tongue & Groove fencing on our website by scanning
the QR code.
Fence Panels
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Railing Toppers
Designed to fit on top of our premium framed panels,
Railing Toppers add a touch of elegance and extra security
to your garden.

Like all of our panels, Railing Toppers slot easily into our sturdy
Jakposts - see pages 48 - 49. All toppers are 1.83m wide.
The Level Top panel is 450mm high. The Concave panel is
315mm at its lowest point, 450mm at the sides. The Convex
panel is 585mm at the highest point and 450mm at the sides.
The top rail is constructed using 50mm x 6mm flat bar with
12mm vertical pales, while the bottom and side rails are of
50mm x 25mm steel box section, drilled with 6mm holes for
fixing to the posts and fence top rail/wall for added rigidity
and to prevent removal.
Manufactured from galvanised steel for extra long life and
a 25 year service life guarantee. Polyester powder coated
black as standard with a range of other colours available at
additional cost.

Excellent service from start to completion of order.
Staff are responsive, helpful and efficient. Product
is good quality, great value, and the delivery went
smoothly. All round great service and product. Happy
to recommend Jacksons Fencing and when I need
fencing I intend to buy from them again.
Ms Brandon, February 2022

Railing Topper Panels (1.83m wide)
Panel
Type

Ref

Level Top

084101

Concave

084201

Convex

084301

Check for availability

Available in three styles; Level, Concave and Convex Top,
the durable galvanised and powder coated steel panels feature
finials and collars to alternate pales. Alongside added security,
the other benefit of the slender metal topper panel is the extra
light it offers, important if your garden suffers from lack of
sunlight.
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Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Railing Toppers page on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Hit & Miss Panels
Hit and Miss panels are so called because the boards are alternately
fixed on the front and the back of the panel with an over-lap
to create a stylish Hit and Miss pattern.

Whichever contemporary style you choose, improved wind
resistance is a bonus, as air can pass through the gaps.
Panels are 1.83m wide with a 45mm x 51mm frame planed.
The spacing of boards varies slightly on different height
horizontal Hit and Miss - for ease of alignment, we
recommend vertical style panels are used when different
heights are used in a run.
Our Hit and Miss panels are available in four heights, all at
1.83m wide and they are designed for use with our slotted
Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for 25
years. We also use stainless steel fixings throughout for longer
life. For matching gates please see pages 64 - 71.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51. If you have to cut down a
panel on site then use the following kit reference for all panel
sizes. Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see
page 53.

Inspirational
Many thanks to our customers who have shared
their projects with us, without these inspirational
images it would be difficult for us to show you
the many ways that our products can be used.
If you have any photos of our products in
your garden projects we’d love to see them,
please email: pics@jacksons-fencing.co.uk

Hit & Miss Panels (1.83m wide)
Vertical

Horizontal

Height

Horizontal panels with
optional capping rails.

Height

Ref

Ref

0.91m

634300

0.91m

631500

1.22m

634200

1.22m

631600

1.52m

634100

1.52m

631700

1.83m

634000

1.83m

634000

Cut width kit
Height
They are part of our premium ‘good-both-sides’ range so that
both you and your neighbour have the best looking side of
the fence, as both sides are the same. Hit and Miss panels
are available with the boards running horizontally or vertically
(please note that it is just about possible to see through the
panels at certain angles).
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1.83m

Ref
634000K

Stock items
Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Hit & Miss fencing page on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Louvre Panels
Jacksons Louvre panels offer the sleek good looks suited to contemporary gardens. The horizontal
slats are made from planed and shaped Jakcure® treated timber, secured to create an angle
reminiscent of louvre blinds - unlike the flat profile of our Venetian fencing.

Oblique view
of Louvre panels.

Excellent products that last so well. I have always
noticed when you do need to cut anything, how
Louvre panels are designed for use with our slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for
25 years.
Stainless steel fixings are used throughout for longer life.
Four panel heights available, all at 1.83m wide. For garden
gate options please see pages 64 - 71.

much further Jacksons’ preservative treatment
has penetrated into the wood than any of their
competitors. Maybe a little more expensive than
some similar products, but worth the extra as far
as I am concerned.
Mr Andrew King, July 2018

To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment,
see page 53.
The panels can be cut to width on site with the original
side batten being re-used in the new position.
Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

The slats are also larger which gives greater privacy
than Venetian - yet they still let in more light than solid
styles like Chilham or Tongue and Groove Effect panels.
Rear view of
Louvre panels.
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Louvre Panels (1.83m wide)
Height

Ref

0.91m

658109

1.22m

658112

1.52m

658115

1.83m

658118

Stock items Check for availability
Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Louvre fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.

Fence Panels
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Venetian Panels
One of our most popular styles and a favourite of garden designers.
The strikingly attractive Venetian panel is another panel ideal for creating a dramatic light
and shade effect in your garden as it allows light to pass between its horizontal slats.

Jacksons supplied excellent quality fence panels,
I thought they were a bit expensive, but now they
We also use stainless steel fixings throughout for longer life.
Six panel heights are available, all at 1.83m wide. A panel
width cut-down kit is also available. Spacing between
pales - 15mm.
For matching gates please see page 69.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment,
see page 53.

are installed, I’m pleased we spent the extra money.
Good solid panels no splits, no bits missing, no
knots that have fell out and left a big hole, just good
solid panels. Considered painting them but decided
against it as they look too nice as they are!
Trev, July 2019

Venetian Panels (1.83m wide)
Cut width kit
Height
Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

These slatted panels create a contemporary fence that
is less imposing than solid panels, making gardens
feel larger. They are designed for use with our slotted
Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from
superior quality, planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood.
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Ref

Ref

0.61m

657000

657000CK

0.91m

657100

657100CK

1.22m

657200

657200CK

1.52m

657300

657300K

1.65m

657350

657350K

1.83m

657400

657400K

Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 53.
Stock items

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Venetian fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.

Fence Panels
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Venetian Hit & Miss Panels
Just like our original Venetian panel, the frameless Venetian
Hit and Miss panel retains a contemporary and sleek look
that complements both modern and traditional gardens.

Constructed using 45mm x 16mm horizontal slats with a gap
between the slats of approximately 30mm (which is larger than
standard Venetian).
Venetian Hit and Miss panels are designed for use with our
slotted Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from
superior quality, planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood,
guaranteed for 25 years. Stainless steel fixings are used
throughout for longer life.
The additional slats required to make these panels ‘good-bothsides’, also makes them quite heavy, so for ease of handling
we offer them in two heights both at 1.83m wide. You can
also cut panel widths on site using the specified cut down kit
below. To achieve a taller fence, the panels can be stacked for example stacking two 0.907m panels will give you
1.81m high.
We recommend using capping rails to add the finishing touch
to these frameless panels. For matching garden gates please
see page 68.
Please note: badges must be installed on same side to ensure
alignment of pales both sides.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with the
ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site must be
treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Did You Know:
There is no need to apply any further timber
protection treatment to your Jacksons’ Jakcure®
treated product. Some customers might want to
add colour to their Jacksons products. In these
cases, please be aware that timber will naturally
take a while to dry, during which, natural
shrinkage can occur, so we recommend that
you don’t apply any colour coatings until
the timber is fully dry and stable.

Venetian Hit & Miss Panels (1.83m wide)
Cut width kit
Height
Here our Venetian Hit & Miss are
installed with two 0.907m panels
stacked to create a 1.807m high panel.
Photo also shows recommended
capping.

Ref

Height

Ref

0.607m

657806

0.607m

657806K

0.907m

657809

0.907m

657809K

If you have to cut down a panel on site then use the above kit references.
Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 53.
Stock items

Venetian Hit and Miss panels are part of our ‘good-both-sides’
range and feature horizontal slats on both sides of the panel
with an over-lap which means air and light can still pass
through, but visibility through the panel is largely obscured.
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Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Venetian fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Aran Panels
The Aran panel is one of our ‘good-both-sides’ designs
and features slats of different widths, intertwined to create
a unique and attractive traditional style.

Purchased a 6ft single fence panel and a side
gate (along with posts, gravel board etc) which
were delivered within the specified time, in fact it
came a couple of days earlier. The delivery driver
helped to offload the fences to a safe place to
the side rather than just dump it on the front
driveway which some other companies do. The
Aran panels are designed for use with our slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for
25 years.

product quality is fantastic with a neat finish
and reasonably priced. Really pleased with the
purchase and would definitely use them again.
Assad F, June 2018

Stainless steel fixings are used throughout for longer life.
Available as a 1.83m high by 1.83m wide panel. Our Woven
gates complement this panel (pages 64 - 71).
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Aran Panels (1.83m wide)
Panels shown with optional
apping rails.

Cut width kit
Height
1.83m

The interwoven design not only creates subtle light and
shade effects in your garden but also means that both
you and your neighbour benefit from the best looking
side of the fence with almost as much privacy as you
would expect from a solid panel.
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Ref
656618

Height
1.83m

Ref
656600K

If you have to cut down a panel on site then use the following kit
reference. Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber,
see page 53.
Stock items.

Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Aran fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
Fence Panels
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Mitre Panels
Inspired by our traditional Palisade fence panels, the Mitre panel features 45mm x 16.5mm pales with
an elongated curved top for a traditional picket design with a little more elegance, making it equally at
home in a rural or urban setting.

The gate and posts I ordered are very good quality
and the instructions provided meant I could install
them easily. They were delivered promptly and
the delivery man was really helpful and friendly.
I’m very pleased with the finished result which
enhances my property.
Ray Cranston, November 2019

Stainless steel fixings are used throughout for longer life.
Available as a 1.00m or 1.20m high by 1.83m wide panel.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, alternatively pales can be
installed 50mm clear of the ground. Any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Mitre Panels (1.83m wide)
Height

Ref

1.00m

229010

1.20m

229012

Gate Options

It’s perfect for front gardens or situations where natural
light takes priority over privacy. Mitre panels are designed
for use with our slotted Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49,
and manufactured from superior quality, planed finish
Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for 25 years.
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Ref

0.95m RH Gate

229100

0.95m LH Gate

229110

1.15m RH Gate

229200

1.15m LH Gate

229220

Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Mitre fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Metro Panels
Metro was designed to make gardens feel longer - a modern take on our Venetian panels, posts
are installed behind panels to create a continuous look, offering a sleek, slatted fence that is
less imposing than a solid design.

The key difference is that the fence posts are less visible,
meaning that, when installed, the panel will appear as
continuous slats, rather than a run of individual panels.
This style of panel has been designed to make gardens appear
longer. Nevertheless, this panel has the ability to modernise
and blend into country gardens with its contemporary design.
Constructed from Jakcure® treated softwood, the Metro
Panels use our 91mm x 91mm square planed posts
with stainless steel nails used throughout for longer life.
Constructed using 45mm x 16mm horizontal slats with a gap
between the slats of approximately 30mm (which is larger
than standard Venetian).
Please note: Venetian gates complement this panel (see page
69), although Venetian has 15mm spacing and these panels
have 30mm spacing.
Gravel boards need to be used when panels are in contact
with the ground as part of the 25 year Jakcure® guarantee
conditions. This panel uses a unique gravel board (see below).

Did You Know:
There is no need to apply any further timber
protection treatment to your Jacksons Jakcure®
treated product. Some customers might want to
add colour to their Jacksons products. In these
cases, please be aware that timber will naturally
take a while to dry, during which, natural
shrinkage can occur, so we recommend that
you don’t apply any colour coatings until
the timber is fully dry and stable.

0.907m high - 12 pales 45mm x 16mm (Venetian section).
0.607m high - 8 pales 45mm x 16mm 1.82m wide.
2 no. vertical battens 45mm x 34mm, 2 no. 45mm x 16mm.
Please ask for advice when installing panels into a corner as
internal battens will be required.

Metro Panels (1.83m wide)
Cut width kit
Panels shown with
recommended capping rails.

Metro is a semi-solid decorative panel, ideal for creating
a lighter garden where privacy is not an issue. This panel
has been designed with an urban motif in mind, featuring
singular pales, similar to our Venetian panels.

Height

Ref

Height

Ref

0.607m

657906

0.607m

657906K

0.907m

657909

0.907m

657909K
Ref

Gravel Board

667620

Metro Panel Internal Corner Batten 1.80m long

667300C

Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)
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Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Venetian Metro fence panels on our website
by scanning the QR code.
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Chilham Panels
It’s a challenge to design a solid timber fence that looks equally ‘good on both sides’.
However, our Chilham panels manage just that, in a unique design, free from horizontal rails
that could spoil either yours or your neighbour’s view.

Chilham panels are designed for use with our slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for
25 years.

Panels shown with
optional Acorn post caps

Stainless steel fixings are used throughout for longer life.
Four panel heights available, all at 1.83m wide and for
matching gates see page 69.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground - pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site must
be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Chilham Panels (1.83m wide)

was very good regarding delivery. Delivered on the

Cut width kits
Height

Ref

Ordered fencing and posts very easily online.
Order confirmed within minutes. Communication

Height

Ref

0.91m

656000

0.91m

656000K

1.22m

656100

1.22m

656100K

1.52m

656200

1.52m

656200K

1.65m

656165

1.65m

656165K

right day and time, quality excellent.
Caroline, October 2019.

Stock items

Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

Panels shown with Premier
Square Trellis Topper
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Our Chilham fencing presents an attractive ‘panelled’
appearance at home in a contemporary garden and due
to its construction, is sturdy too. It looks equally at home
in a traditional English cottage garden setting as it does in
a sleek urban setting.

Panels shown with
optional Acorn post caps

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Chilham fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
Fence Panels
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Woven Panels
Part of our ‘good-both-sides’ panels range,
Woven is designed with the traditional interwoven styles
of the past in mind.

Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

Woven panels feature substantial 38mm x 7mm planed pales
that maintain the structural integrity of the panel which are
then fitted into a strong frame.
Mid rails are less obtrusive by design, so you and your
neighbours are both winners. Other benefits of our Woven
panel is that it creates amazing dappled light and shade
effects and, while it provides a high level of privacy, wind
resistance is lowered due to air being able to pass through the
spaces between the slats.
Woven panels are designed for use with our slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for
25 years. Stainless steel fixings are used throughout the
fencing for longer life.
Four panel heights available, all at 1.83m wide along with a
panel width cut-down kit.

Inspirational
Many thanks to our customers who have shared
their projects with us, without these inspirational
images it would be difficult for us to show you
the many ways that our products can be used.
If you have any photos of our products in
your garden projects we’d love to see them,
please email: pics@jacksons-fencing.co.uk

For matching gates please see page 69.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Woven Panels (1.83m wide)
Cut width kits
Height

As with all Jacksons panels, they are constructed from
Jakcure® pressure treated softwood and framed for use
with slotted Jakposts, making them far stronger than
traditional versions of this style of fencing.

Ref

0.91m

656700

1.22m

656800

1.52m

656500

1.83m

656600

Height
1.83m

Ref
656600K

If you have to cut down a panel on site then use the above kit reference.
Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 53.
Stock items

Check for availability
Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Woven fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Canterbury Combi Panels
These premium contemporary panels combine the style of two of Jacksons’ most popular
products: horizontal Tongue and Groove, and our ever-popular Venetian, hand crafted from
pressure treated timber.

Great quality fence, looks great, delivery was spot
on and. Will order from them again.
Darren Cremins, July 2020.

Canterbury Combi panels are designed for use with our
slotted Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from
superior quality, planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood,
guaranteed for 25 years and fitted with stainless steel fixings
throughout for longer life.
Available panel size is 1.83m high x 1.83m wide along with a
panel width cut-down kit.
For matching gates please see pages 64.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground - pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site must
be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.
Please Note: from February 2018 our Canterbury Combi
panels have been modified to ensure a contemporary design.
Should you require panels as per our pre-February 2018
design please do let us know.
Panels shown with recommended
capping rails and our latest ‘frameless
design’ for a more continuous look.

Canterbury Combi Panels (1.83m wide)
Level Top

Cut width kits

Height
1.83m

Rear view of panel without
capping rail
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Canterbury Combi lends a sleek, modern and linear look to
any garden, with the added benefits of privacy and protection
from the wind that some customers may prefer. Please note the
slatted pale spacing is different on these panels when compared
with a standard Venetian panel.

Panels shown with
optional capping rails.

Ref
658018

Height
1.83m

Ref
658018K

If you have to cut down a panel on site then use the above kit reference.
Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 53.
Stock items

Check for availability

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Canterbury Combi fence panels on our website
by scanning the QR code.
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Urban Panels
Combining wide and narrow timber pales, Urban is a contemporary panel with a distinctive design,
ideal for a variety of applications. Mortice and tenoned for extra strength, these panels are planed all
round for a smooth finish, with stainless steel fixings throughout to ensure a long life.

Urban rotated so pales
run vertically.

Fantastic product. Good quality timber used to
make the fence panels and measurements were all
spot on. Thank you too for a speedy delivery.
Matthew Thomas, October 2019.

Urban panels are designed for use with slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior quality,
planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for 25
years.
Pale sizes are 95mm x 8mm and 38mm x 7mm.
Available panel size is 1.83m high x 1.83m wide along with a
panel width cut-down kit. These panels can also be rotated so
pales run vertically.
For matching gates please see pages 68 - 69.
Please note: badges must be installed facing the same way to
ensure alignment of pales on both sides.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground - pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site must
be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.

Urban Panel (1.83m wide)
Panels shown with optional capping
rails and Mi-T® Posts

Level Top
Height
1.83m

Built using our Hit and Miss pales combined with our Woven
slats this panel has been designed to offer a look good one both
sides. Urban can also be rotated so the pales run vertically and
installed in the same way.

Cut width kits
Ref
685418

| Fence Panels

1.83m

Ref
634000K

If you have to cut down a panel on site then use the following kit
reference. Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 51.
Check for availability
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Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Urban fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Shadowline Panels
Built with architectural cladding in mind, our Shadowline Panel has a modern unique profile
which provides a dynamic central shadow gap between each board, free of any visible fixings, to
provide a seamless contemporary finish.
These contemporary panels offer you the option to install a solid privacy style fence with no lines
of sight through the panel which creates a clear shadow line between each board.

Shadowline panels are constructed using ‘Z shaped’ 144mm
x 26mm horizontal boards which overlap. Each panel is
manufactured using 4x 70mm x 24mm back rails.
Our Shadowline panels are designed for use with our slotted
Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49, and manufactured from superior
quality, planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed
for 25 years. Stainless steel fixings are used throughout for
longer life.
Our 0.66m high panels are made with 5 boards.
Our 0.91m high panels are made with 7 boards.
Panels are 1.83m wide.
To achieve a taller fence, the panels can be stacked - for
example stacking 2x 0.91m panels will give you 1.8m high
approx. You could use 2x 0.66m panels for a 1.3m high panel
approx or alternatively combine one of each height for 1.55m.
It is not obvious in any way that these panels are stacked and
once installed they will appear as one continuous panel.

Excellent delivery driver, helped me out
tremendously. Very friendly. The fences and extras
themselves are a very high standard. Would
recommend and order again
with Jacksons.
M Spencer, November 2019.

We recommend using capping rails to add the finishing touch
to these frameless panels. For garden gate options please ask.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with
the ground, see pages 50 - 51, and any timber cut on site
must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.
All panels shown with
recommended capping rails.

Shadowline Panel (1.83m wide)
Cut width kit
Height

Our Shadowline Panel offers a modern and contemporary
clad design, similar to Tongue and Groove, and is highly
recommended for homeowners looking for something a bit
different.

Ref

Height Ref

0.66m

658606

0.66m

658606K

0.91m

658609

0.91m

658609K

Check for availability

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Shadowline fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Jaktop Panels
Our Jaktop panels and gates grace many front gardens in rural
and suburban areas and offer a decorative alternative
to palisade or picket style fencing.

This is my second project using Jacksons, the
quality of the fencing is the best and I could not
find anything that got near to the quality of the
fencing supplied. Very helpful when ordering
and also offering advice. Delivery was within the
specified time and I had a call from the driver prior
to my delivery being made.
Graham Harvey, August 2019.

Additionally, Jaktop panels need to be mounted a minimum
clear of the ground. Stainless steel fixings are used throughout
for longer life.
Available in two heights at 1.83m wide. Jaktop panels can be
cut to width on site, with the original side batten re-used.
For matching gates please see page 70.

The criss-cross pattern constructed using half round
timber pales gives the panels a very distinctive look while
the addition of sturdy rails and vertical end pales create
a fixed panel suitable for use with slotted Jakposts,
see pages 48 - 49.
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Please note: this product can be installed without the use
of gravel boards providing there is at least a 50mm ground
clearance and/ or the item remains unaffected by any debris.
However to meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure®
guarantee, gravel boards are required where panels are in
contact with the ground - pages 50 - 51. Any timber cut on
site must be treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page
53.

Jaktop Panels (1.83m wide - for use with slotted posts)
Height

Ref

0.86m

600600

1.20m

600700

Check for availability

Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices, view
our Jaktop fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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Palisade Panels
Palisade is a classic and enduring style of garden fencing that is also known as
picket fencing and is available with pointed or rounded pales.

As a previous customer and now as a registered
installer of their fencing, I can honestly say that
we are full converts to their far superior products,
there is simply no better fencing and the
service is equally good.
Bowood Landscapes, August 2019.

For matching gates please see pages 70.
To meet the conditions of the 25-year Jakcure® guarantee,
gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with the
ground, see pages 50 - 51, alternatively panels can be installed
50mm clear of the ground. Any timber cut on site must be
treated with Jakcure® Cut Treatment, see page 53.
All panels are 1.83m wide. Pales are 22mm x 75mm nominal
section planed to finish at 19mm thick. Pale tops are machined.
Each panel is backed by two substantial rails which have been
fully planed.

Palisade Level Top Panels (1.83m wide)

Palisade panels are designed for use with our slotted
Jakposts, see pages 48 - 49 and manufactured from
superior quality, planed finish Jakcure® treated softwood,
guaranteed for 25 years and complete with stainless steel
fixings throughout for longer life.
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Rounded Tops

Pointed Tops

Height

Height

Ref

Ref

1.00m

223500

1.00m

224500

1.20m

223600

1.20m

224600

Panels can be cut to width on site without the need for a cut width kit.
Always use Jakcure® Cut Treatment on cut timber, see page 53.
Stock items Check for availability
Made to order (cannot be cancelled once ordered)
Due to the erratic price changes in raw material, we have temporarily
removed prices from our Good Fencing Guide. To see our latest prices,
view our Palisade fence panels on our website by scanning the QR code.
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